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How will a company differentiate itself and survive sophisticated competition 
by growing sustainable competency in the increasingly more intricate and less 
predictable social and business environments? Proved management success could 
lead to failure in the present and future. It will be essential for a company to seek 
flexible and innovative operation philosophies to deal with the ever-changing 
markets for a sustainable success.  
The author of this article believes that economic globalization has resulted in 
unprecedented challenges as well as opportunities. New technologies, materials, and 
techniques, along with the technological integration among multi-industries, have 
not only created and met diverse customers’ needs but also reduced product life 
cycles therefore sped up upgrades. Meanwhile, on the customers’ end, changes in 
professional level, risk awareness, procurement procedure, ownership, and manager 
responsibilities have fundamentally transformed their buying behavior. Companies 
should work out flexible, swift, creative marketing policies to grab opportunities and 
customers. 
The author applies theories of enterprise strategy and marketing management as 
well as analysis framework in dissecting the past and present of Chinese 
medium-voltage product market and projecting the future. He has worked on the 
operation practice in his company and figured out a conclusion on innovating 
marketing pattern: in Chinese market, companies should 1) aggressively deploy 
diverse policies, increase market segmentation, create and satisfy customers’ needs 
in various segmented markets; 2) in every segment, expand customers’ needs and 
gain volume economy by practicing standard production, control product cost and 
quality by strengthening global supply chain management; 3) maximize benefits of 
customers and its own by value innovation, remain its leadership while enhancing 














portfolio based on 4P marketing management mode. 
At last, the author emphasizes the fact that marketing is a complex and 
systematic project rather than a mission for marketing unit alone, which instead 
requires coordination and cooperation to form an effective and customer-oriented 
integrated marketing organization. 
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